
Diffusion Application on 
low-level vision



What is low-level？

Low-level task aims to convert degraded images to enhanced images, 
such as Super-Resolution, denoise,deblur,dehaze,low-light enhancement，
deartifacts…….

Supervised Method:
Deep neural network

Paired data

Encoder-Decoder



GAN Method





Abstract

Palette develops a unified framework for image-to-image translation 
based on conditional diffusion models and evaluates this framework on 
four challenging image-to-image translation tasks, namely colorization, 
inpainting, uncropping, and JPEG restoration.

This implementation of image-to-image diffusion models out performs 
strong GAN and regression baselines on all tasks, without task-specific 
hyper-parameter tuning, architecture customization, or any auxiliary 
loss or sophisticated new techniques needed.



Method

x：degraded image                         y：enhanced image

Origin Diffusion

The forward diffusion process is a Markovian process that iteratively adds Gaussia noise over T iterations:

Note, we can also marginalize the forward process at each step:

Use Bayer’s rule:



Palette Training:

Palette learns a reverse process which inverts the forward process. Given a noisy image,

the goal is to recover the target image 𝑦0

Learning entails prediction of the noise vector 𝜀 by optimizing the objective

Palette Sample:

given 𝑦t , we approximate 𝑦0 by rearranging terms in equation 6



Palette DDPM





Denoising Diffusion Restoration Models(DDRM)

Many tasks in image restoration can be cast as linear inverse problems. 

𝑦 = 𝐻𝑥 + 𝑧,
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝐻 𝑖𝑠 𝑎 𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑛 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥, 𝑧~𝑁(0, 𝜎2𝐼)

Background：
• Previous efficient solutions often require problem-specific supervised training to 

model the posterior.

• DDRM is an efficient, not problem-specific ,unsupervised posterior sampling 

method.

Problem Define:



DDRM is to leverage the singular value decomposition of H and transform both 

x and the possibly noisy y to a shared spectral space.

Main idea of DDRM:



Variational distribution

represent this prediction made by a model 𝑓 𝑥𝑡+1, 𝑡 + 1 : 𝑅𝑛∗𝑛 × 𝑅 → 𝑅𝑛∗𝑛





Non-linear DDRM

if we treat H as the JPEG encoding operator,𝐻+as the JPEG decode operator






